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1. A bit of history
Cryptography has been around since at least 4.000 years ago; and, with it, 
cryptanalysis.

These two disciplines conform the field of cryptology.



2. Classical ciphers
Complicated algorithms are prone to errors (even easy ones are).

As the messages had to be encrypted by hand, the ciphers had to be kept simple:

● Substitutions:
○ Monoalphabetic substitutions (e.g.: "Caesar's cipher", roman cipher used by Julius Caesar and 

Augustus).

○ Polyalphabetic substitutions (e.g.: "Vigenère cipher", medieval cipher developed by a french 
diplomat).

● Transpositions:
○ Columnar transpositions (e.g.: "Übchi", german cipher from the WWI).

○ Grille-based transpositions (e.g.: "Cardan grille", medieval cipher developed by an Italian 
polymath).

Therefore, these methods are suitable of being broken by cryptanalysis by 
hand.

Only a few cipher machines where built at the beginning of the XXth century:

·Hagelin C-36 (photo n.2 -> "Hagelin C-36.jpg" FROM: 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/C-36_(cipher_machine))

·Enigma

·Vernam cipher machine
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3. Cryptanalysis
Cryptanalyst can use a great variety of techniques to try to break the cipher and 
get the cipher key (and, therefore, the plaintext messages).

Different scenarios:

● Ciphertext only attack: only the ciphertext is known.
● Chosen plaintext attack: The plaintext to be encrypted can be arbitrarily 

selected.
● Known plaintext attack: Subcase of a chosen plaintext attack. The original 

plaintext (or bits of it) is known.
● Chosen ciphertext attack: The ciphertext to be decrypted can be arbitrarily 

selected.

Different techniques for every scenario:

·Frequency analysis

·Chi and phi tests

·Kerckhoffs attack

·Kasiski examination

·And many more...
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4. Modern ciphers
With the new available technology new algorithms were developed, as computers 
make calculations faster and without errors.

These algorithms are more complicated:

● RSA
● AES
● RC4



4. Modern ciphers
Old cryptanalysis techniques still can be done, but is much more difficult to do it by 
hand:

● Early versions of Microsoft's PPTP VPN used a cipher vulnerable to 
ciphertext-only attacks.

● RC4 is vulnerable to
related-key attacks.



5. Side Channel Attacks
Even though the modern ciphers can still be cryptanalyzed, the use of computers 
to perform the encryption can also provide information about the process.

New attack vector: information leaked while computing.

● Timing attacks
● Power consumption
● Electromagnetic radiation
● Sounds made by the computer (vibrations, hard disks working...)
● Data remanence

These attacks target a concrete implementation of an algorithm.



6. Methods: Power Analysis Attack
These attacks use statistical analysis of the power consumed when performing 
different operations.

Example: consumption attack on RSA's modular exponentiation.

Equations of the square and multiply algorithm:



6. Methods: Power Analysis Attack
An example in pseudocode to calculate
M^e mod N.

The number of operations is proportional
to the number of 1's on the exponent; so
is power consumption.

function powModN (M, e, N): R
var R ← 1, S ← M

for i in bits do {From 0 to n-1}

if ((bit i of N) = 1) then
R ← R * S mod N

end if

S ← S^2 mod N
end for

return R
end function



7. Methods: Cache Attack
Based on the slower time spent when retrieving a value from cache instead of the 
main memory.

Example: Advanced Encryption Standard.

On AES, a set of lookup tables is used to decrease the time needed to encrypt.

The index used to get a value depends on the key. The system stores this values 
on cache, as they're often used → less time to access → key leaked.



8. Methods: Electromagnetic Attack
Attacks that take advantage of the electromagnetic radiation originated on the 
processor due to the magnetic field created by electrons moving through the 
connections.

Example: van Eck phreaking.

CRT (Cathode Ray Tube) and LCD monitors emit waves on the radio frequency 
that can be received and interpreted to draw the content of the first monitor on the 
second one (leaking any valuable information).



8. Methods: Electromagnetic Attack
This can be applied not only to screen content:

● TEMPEST: 
○ NSA's codename for the radiation-related attacks (later an specification 

for spying and shielding techniques; and also  NATO certification).
○ Many specifications are classified.
○ During WWII, while using a 131-B2 cipher machine, a near oscilloscope 

detected the encryption of each letter, allowing any eavesdropper to read 
the plaintext.
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